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Abstract: This portion of noise is attributed due to combustion process taking place inside cylinders.
Previous works have shown that engine block vibrations are also sensitive towards various changes in fuel
injection parameters. Accelerometer signals have been able to locate various important features of
combustion process in diesel engines. Use of in cylinder pressure and block vibration transducers form an
important methodology for analysis of combustion process taking place in diesel engines. Data from
microphones located at a suitable distance from engine also provides an important information about
performance of engines, however there is a major risk of contamination of these signals.
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1. Introduction
Combustion noise generated mainly depends upon the rate of in cylinder pressure developed
during ignition delay period. Overall design of combustion chamber as well as variations in various
fuel injection parameters e.g., injection pressure, amount of fuel injected and its timings also play a
crucial role in contributions of combustion noise emissions from engines [1]. Depending upon the
type of engine as well as various operational parameters, overall noise emissions from a typical
diesel engine may be in range 80-110dBA [2, 3]. Split injection using electronic control unit
(E.C.U.) may help to shortens the period of premixed phase of combustion and hence help to
reduce the overall noise emissions by about 5-8dBA [4]. Head and Wakes have shown that during
transient operational conditions, overall noise levels are about 4-7dBA higher as compared to
steady state operations [5]. Cold starting conditions may lead to higher ignition delay period, which
in turn causes increase in the premixed period of combustion [6]. Quality of fuel injected inside
combustion chamber also affects the magnitude of combustion noise. It has been observed that a
reduction of Cetane number of fuel from 50 to 40 causes a rise of up to 3 dBA in combustion based
noise emissions [7]. For a naturally aspirated engine, the combustion-based noise depends upon
the quantity of fuel that mixes with air charge during the course of delay period and hence the
compression ratio of engines also plays a vital role [7]. In case of gasoline engines, the delay
period is longer due to lower compression ratio, which may lead to lower temperature of charge
and hence more noise emissions [7].
2. Background of combustion process in diesel engines
Due to high efficiency, diesel engines have been a favorite choice in case of heavy-duty
automobiles including trucks [8]. However, they suffer from major drawbacks of high noise, weight
and vibrations. These engines may be further classified into following two major types:
1. Direct injection (D.I.) engines
2. Indirect injection (I.D.I.) engines
In case of D.I. engines, the fuel is injected directly inside the combustion chamber and as a
consequence of it, lesser time is available for formation of fuel and air mixture. Hence, a
heterogeneous mixture consisting of both rich as well as lean parts is formed inside the chamber.
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Fig. 1. Various phases of Diesel engine combustion [8]

Figure no 1 shows various phases of combustion as observed during course of operation of a
typical diesel engine. The delay phase starts with onset of injection process and ends with
beginning of premixed phase of combustion. The injection of fuel inside combustion chamber
begins a few degrees before TDC position depending on the various injection conditions of engine.
As soon as the cold jet of fuel penetrates the chamber, it mixes up with hot compressed air already
present inside. The droplets thus formed vaporize, forming layers of fuel-air mixture around the
periphery of jet. As the temperature rises to about 750K, the first break down of Cetane fuel takes
place. Further propagation of various chemical reactions produces C2H2, C3H3, C2H4, CO2 as well
as water vapors [9].
Resulting rise in temperatures causes a complete combustion of fuel-air mixture formed. This
sudden period of combustion further leads to rise in the heat release rate as well as high pressure
𝑑𝑃
gradient( 𝑑𝜃). This further enhances temperatures in the pre-mixed zone leading to conditions
favourable for production of NOx. Once the premixed phase consumes all mixture formed,oxygen
available for combustion is consumed around the inner regions wherein the temperatures in ranges
of 1600-1700K are reached [8]. Now various partially burnt particles diffuse towards outer layers
and begin to burn withina thin region of reaction formed around the periphery of spray leading to
formation of a diffusion flame.
This phase of combustion is known as diffusion controlled combustion and is depicted by region 2
and 3 in figure no 1. Higher temperatures along with lack of oxygen provides an ideal condition for
the formation of soot.

Fig. 2. Conventional diesel engine spray formation [8]

The diffusion flame thus formed then uses rest of oxygen available from surrounding environment
resulting in high temperatures of order 2700K, which consumes all the soot formed. At outer zone
of flame, there is enough oxygen content for formation of NOx. Figure no 3 shows the rate of soot
formation as a function of crank angle. Most of soot that is formed during earlier stages is later
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consumed and hence final exhaust emissions may have only a fraction of initial soot emissions. As
seen from figure no 1, the diffusion-controlled combustion can be divided into further three phases.
During the second phase, the burning rate is dependent on rate of mixing of fuel fragments formed
and air and hence rate of reaction is faster. During the third phase, oxidation of remaining unburnt
particles and soot takes place, however due to decreased temperature of end gas formed during
the expansion stroke as well as lesser oxygen content available, slower reaction rates are
observed.

Fig. 3. Rate of soot formation [8]

Process of NOX and soot formation in combustion engines has shown an opposite trend as shown
in figure no 4. In order to reduce the NOx formation rate it is necessary that local temperatures
must not rise beyond 2000K [8]. A possible way to do so is to inject fuel late inside combustion
chamber, which further shifts the combustion phase towards expansion phase resulting in
significant reduction of chamber temperatures. However, rate of consumption of fuel and soot
formation increases due to late combustion.

Fig. 4. Soot & NOx trade off [8]

Hence, modern systems utilize multiple injection techniques in order to control both NOx as well as
soot formation rate [8, 9, 10, 11].

Fig. 5. Multiple injection methods adopted for modern diesel engines [8]
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3. Conclusions
There are generally three phases of injection process used, namely pre-injection period, maininjection period & post injection period. There is a delay period between instant at which fuel is
injected inside the combustion chamber and actual start of ignition process. Greater this delay
period, more is the temperature achieved during course of combustion and hence better conditions
exist for NOx formation. In order to shorten this delay period, a small amount of fuel is pre-injected
before main injection occurs during the phase of pre-mixed combustion. Torque and power
produced in engine mainly depends on the duration of main injection period. It is advantageous to
vary the injected fuel mass with time in order to reduce the specific consumption of fuel. This is
achieved by rate shaping as seen in figure no 5. Rate shaping curve may be rectangular, step or
boot type in shape. Post-injection of fuel is done in order to reduce the soot emissions and in some
cases may be useful for exhaust gas recirculation treatment [12]. It has been reported that post
injection may reduce the rate of soot formation by about 70% without increasing the fuel
consumption [13-20].
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